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Figure 1 
Double Entry Screen Layout 
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data entry before.
Procedures 

 Data were collected during 90-minute one-on-o
video on how to use Excel. Next, the computer ran
first group (double-entry) was taught to enter the da
Figure 1. The second group (visual checking) was
sheets. The third group (single entry) was taught to
could. Next, all participants completed a practice se
pants completed the main data entry, which consiste

To mimic the data entry tasks that research assis
and four 10-item measures that used different resp
some of these scales, participants were instructed to

Table 1 
Average Accuracy of the Three Data Entry Meth

Data Type Double 
Entry 

Visual 
Checking 

ID 1.0000 .9986 
Sex 1.0000 .9915 
FB 5 letters .9997 .9885 
Ex 5 numbers 1.0000 .9913 
SE  3 letters .9992 .9894 
SST 3 numbers .9999 .9950 
Overall .9997 .9912 
Note. FB = Family Background. Ex = Extraversi
Social Skills Test



-on-one supervised sessions. Because data entry was compl
r randomly assigned participants to one of the data entry m
he data twice and to locate and correct their errors using mis
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ed to type only numbers.  See the example data sheet. 
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Single 
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.9968 F(2, 135) =  0.87, p = .423 

.9962 F(2, 135) =  4.27, p = .016 

.9849 F(2, 135) =  5.43, p = .005 

.9909 F(2, 135) =  3.29, p = .040 

.9896 F(2, 135) =  4.69, p = .011 

.9956 F(2, 135) =  2.83, p = .062 

.9905 F(2, 135) =  4.93, p = .009 
version. SE = School Experiences. SST = 
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Double entry took 28% longer than visual checking, which
longer than single entry. 
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Double entry was more accurate than visual checking and 
y. As shown in Table 1, there were significant differences o
for four of the six types of data. Furthermore, for Sex, F
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Commercial double entry systems are a
2004) or as free add-ons for Access (Beaty,
during the poster session. 

Data Entry Method

Table 3 
Effect of Data Entry Errors on 

Participant ID 

Correct Values 
172439 Scales in wrong ord
27578 87% accuracy 
188413 94% accuracy
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E and SE SE and SST 
.67** .41* 
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Note. FB = Family Background. Ex = Extraversi
Social Skills Test. 

Table 2 
Effect of Data Entry Errors on Internal Consistency,

Participant ID 
Family 

Background 
5 letters 

Correct Values .67 
172439 Scales in wrong order .62+ 
27578 87% accuracy .24++ 
188413 94% accuracy .60+ 
+ Observed value differs from true value by at least .05. 
++ Observed value differs from true value by at least .10. 
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3 numbers 
.63 .54 .55 

-.24++ -.17++ -.03++ 
.50++ .39++ .50+ 
.63 .23++ .46+ 

Table 4 
Effect of D
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, the differences approached significance (p = .062) and,
n, double entry was more accurate than the other methods. 
le 4 
ct of Data Entry Errors on Independent Sample t-test, Selected Participants 

Family 
Background 

5 letters 

Extraversion 
5 numbers 

 Schoo
Experien

3 letter
cipant ID t test Effect 

size 
t test Effect 

size 
 t test E

ect Values 3.05** 3.41 3.13** 2.90 2.07* 2
439 0.22 0.10++ -1.52 -2.39++ 0.04 0
78 2.29 2.11++ 1.22 0.96++ 2.33* 2
413 3.66** 4.45++ 3.07** 2.96 2.62* 2
< .05. ** p < .01.  
served effect size differs from true value by at least .50. 
bserved effect size differs from true value by at least 1.00. 
Effect size = (mean for men – mean for women) / pooled variance. 
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27578 87% accuracy
188413 94% accuracy 
* p < .05. ** p < .01. 
+ Observed value differs from true va
++ Observed value differs from true 

nts 
School 
periences 
letters 

 Social Skills Test 
3 numbers 

Effect 
size 

 t test Effect 
size 

2.17  2.04 2.89 
0.03++  1.74 1.22++
2.61+  2.64* 3.76+ 
2.91+  1.50 2.23+ 

Table 5 
Frequency of Catastrophic Error
 
Error? 

None 
Entered incorrect ID numbers 
Entered scale in the wrong order 
Accuracy rate 95% or less 
 



.45*++ .12++

.49**++ .39** 

rue value by at least .05. 
true value by at least .10. 

Errors for Each Data Entry Method 
Data Entry Method 

Double 
Entry 

Visual 
Checking 

Single 
Entry 

61 59 68 
rs 0 1 0 

order  0 2 0 
0 4 2 

Accurate .0
Reliable -.0
Enjoyable -.1
Fun -.0
Pleasant -.2
Relaxing -.0
Satisfying .0
Boring -.0
Frustrating -.2
Painful -.0
Tedious .0
Total Eval -.0
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